


KJV Bible Word Studies for SIGNIFY



Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies

signify 1213 # deloo {day-lo'-o}; from 1212; to make plain (by words): -- declare, shew, {signify}. 

signify 1229 # diaggello {de-ang-gel'-lo}; from 1223 and the base of 32; to herald thoroughly: -- declare, 
preach, {signify}. 

signify 1718 # emphanizo {em-fan-id'-zo}; from 1717; to exhibit (in person) or disclose (by words): -- 
appear, declare (plainly), inform, (will) manifest, shew, {signify}. 

signify 4591 # semaino {say-mah'-ee-no}; from sema (a mark; of uncertain derivation); to indicate: -- 
{signify}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions.

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek 
Strong's Dictionary in English Word order.

signify 1213 - deloo {day-lo'-o}; from 1212; to make plain (by words): -- declare, shew, {signify}. 

signify 1229 - diaggello {de-ang-gel'-lo}; from 1223 and the base of 0032; to herald thoroughly: -- declare, 
preach, {signify}. 

signify 1718 - emphanizo {em-fan-id'-zo}; from 1717; to exhibit (in person) or disclose (by words): -- 
appear, declare (plainly), inform, (will) manifest, shew, {signify}. 

signify 4591 - semaino {say-mah'-ee-no}; from sema (a mark; of uncertain derivation); to indicate: -- 
{signify}. 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the definitions.

0767 + mean +/ . asemos {as'-ay-mos}; from 0001 + Alpha (as a negative particle) and the base of 4591 + signs + in signs + and signs + the signs + signifying + with signs + and signified + he signifying + and that signs + And
there shall be signs + and not withal to signify +/ ; unmarked, i .e . (figuratively) ignoble: --mean . 

1213 + declared + signifying + hath shewed + shall declare + more signifieth + was in them did signify + For it hath been declared +/ . deloo {day-lo'-o}; from 1212 + bewrayeth + it is evident + and it is certain + him it is 
manifest +/ ; to make plain (by words): --declare, shew, signify . 

1229 + to signify + thou and preach + might be declared +/ . diaggello {de-ang-gel'-lo}; from 1223 + after + in at + cause + though + because + through + Through + Because + to avoid + ye in at + by reason + throughout + 
is through + we through + up because + me through + in because + and within + you through + of me among + and because + not because + And because + him because + and through + not because + him because + man 
because + one because + day through + For through + but through + but because + men through + And through + for because + that through + them because + away because + who by reason + but by reason + For I 
through + And by reason + might through + season because + that by reason + for us through + not in because + him in because + but by occasion + that we through + unto him through + And that because + with him 
through + unto them Because + unto them because + him ; but because + of them who through + For of him and through + that is in them because + up after that he through +/ and the base of 0032 + angel + angels + An 
angel + an angel + of angels + the angel + his angel + by angels + the angels + messengers + his angels + of an angel + For an angel + my messenger + by the angel + of the angel + their angels + as the angel + for the angel + 
nd the angels + of the angels + But the angel + and the angel + by the angels + the messenger + And the angel + and to angels + and of angels + and the angels + unto the angel + are the angels + with the angel + me as an 
angel + not the angels + the messengers + And the angels + Unto the angel + and his angels + than the angels + with his angels + it by his angel + And to the angel + no not the angels + unto him an angel + And of the angels
+ things the angels + out of the angel s + And unto the angel + For unto the angels + that is of the angel + to pass as the angels + but are as the angels + them which is the angel + them which is the angel + And when the 
messengers + there was with the angel + him the nature of angels + He shall give his angels +/ ; to herald thoroughly: --declare, preach, signify . 

1718 + plainly + signify + informed + to appear + and appeared + things declare + him and will manifest + that thou hast shewed + is it that thou wilt manifest +/ . emphanizo {em-fan-id'-zo}; from 1717 + manifest + him 
openly +/ ; to exhibit (in person) or disclose (by words): --appear, declare (plainly), inform, (will) manifest, shew, signify . 

1978 + a notable + are of note +/ . episemos {ep-is'-ay-mos}; from 1909 + at + on + into + over + over + above + be on + ye at + Above + under + being + among + us on + up on + it on + about + after + are at + behalf + not 
on + before + are on + beside + was at + toward + and at + him on + old on + but on + And on + and on + They on + that on + down at + down on + them on + foot on + thee on + even at + against + as long + is over + 
because + up into + through + and over + are over + the time + him over + is above + touching + us and on + the space + And above + for under + for under + is against + but toward + but before + up against + And beside 
+ to believe + he were on + throughout + them as on + to pass on + in the days + in the time + And through + as touching + by the space + unto thee on + of it and on + things before + I made before + for the space + out as 
against + was throughout + unto them over + and not before + out as against + that was about + had the charge + and that before + divided against + that were under + and he anointed + me is with me on + not on things 
on + in and out among + And when he was at + Let him which is on + to pass in the days + that were with him at + And let him that is on +/ and some form of the base of 4591 + signs + in signs + and signs + the signs + 
signifying + with signs + and signified + he signifying + and that signs + And there shall be signs + and not withal to signify +/ ; remarkable, i .e . (figuratively) eminent: --notable, of note . 

2154 + easy + to be understood +/ . eusemos {yoo'-say-mos}; from 2095 + well + ye well + them good + unto him Well + That it may be well +/ and the base of 4591 + signs + in signs + and signs + the signs + signifying + 
with signs + and signified + he signifying + and that signs + And there shall be signs + and not withal to signify +/ ; well indicated, i .e . (figuratively) significant: --easy to be understood . 

3902 + whose sign +/ . parasemos {par-as'-ay-mos}; from 3844 + at + more + nigh + side + than + above + among + it at + before + down at + against + contrary + them before + that she had + them down at + stripes save + 
in the sight + unto you than + of himself more + when she was past + And when his friends + that which is against + unto him and he was nigh + such things as they give +/ and the base of 4591 + signs + in signs + and signs 
+ the signs + signifying + with signs + and signified + he signifying + and that signs + And there shall be signs + and not withal to signify +/ ; side-marked, i .e . labelled (with a badge [figure-head] of a ship): --sign . 

4591 + signs + in signs + and signs + the signs + signifying + with signs + and signified + he signifying + and that signs + And there shall be signs + and not withal to signify +/ . semaino {say-mah'-ee-no}; from sema (a 
mark; of uncertain derivation); to indicate: --signify . 

4592 + sign + signs + wonder + a sign + miracle + wonders + miracles + the sign + was a sign + with signs + them a sign + of miracles + the miracle + his miracles + and miracles + the miracles + is the token + of him a sign 
+ are for a sign + and for a sign + shall be a sign + it but the sign + shall be the sign + to it but the sign + unto it but the sign + ye not discern the signs +/ . semeion {say-mi'-on}; neuter of a presumed derivative of the base 
of 4591 + signs + in signs + and signs + the signs + signifying + with signs + and signified + he signifying + and that signs + And there shall be signs + and not withal to signify +/ ; an indication, especially ceremonially or 
supernaturally: --miracle, sign, token, wonder . 

4953 + them a token +/ . sussemon {soos'-say-mon}; neuter of a compound of 4862 + and beside + accompanied +/ and the base of 4591 + signs + in signs + and signs + the signs + signifying + with signs + and signified + he 
signifying + and that signs + And there shall be signs + and not withal to signify +/ ; a sign in common, i .e . preconcerted signal: --token . 



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words 
in the English.

4 - signify 

4 - signifying 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is 
translated from the original Greek and Hebrew.

signify 1213 ** deloo ** declare, shew, {signify}.

signify 1229 ** diaggello ** declare, preach, {signify}.

signify 1718 ** emphanizo ** appear, declare (plainly), inform, (will) manifest, shew,{signify}.

signify 4591 ** semaino ** {signify}.



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated 
from the English word.

signify 1213 deloo * {signify} , {1213 deloo } , 1229 diaggello , 1718 emphanizo , 4591 semaino ,

signify 1229 diaggello * {signify} , 1213 deloo , {1229 diaggello } , 1718 emphanizo , 4591 semaino ,

signify 1718 emphanizo * {signify} , 1213 deloo , 1229 diaggello , {1718 emphanizo } , 4591 semaino ,

signify 4591 semaino * {signify} , 1213 deloo , 1229 diaggello , 1718 emphanizo , {4591 semaino } ,

signifying 1213 deloo * {signifying} , {1213 deloo } , 4591 semaino ,

signifying 4591 semaino * {signifying} , 1213 deloo , {4591 semaino } ,



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. 
English list of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered
to 5,624 * Unique English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254

* signify , 1213 , 1229 , 1718 , 4591 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.

signify - 1213 declare, declared, shewed, signifieth, {signify}, signifying,

signify - 1229 {signify},

signify - 1718 appear, appeared, declare, informed, manifest, plainly, shewed, {signify},

signify - 4591 signified, {signify}, signifying, signs,

signifying - 1213 declare, declared, shewed, signifieth, signify, {signifying},

signifying - 4591 signified, signify, {signifying}, signs,
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One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

signify 1Pe_01_11 # Searching what, or what manner of time the Spirit of Christ which was in them did 
signify, when it testified beforehand the sufferings of Christ, and the glory that should follow.

signify Act_21_26 # Then Paul took the men, and the next day purifying himself with them entered into the 
temple, to signify the accomplishment of the days of purification, until that an offering should be offered for
every one of them.

signify Act_23_15 # Now therefore ye with the council signify to the chief captain that he bring him down 
unto you to morrow, as though ye would inquire something more perfectly concerning him: and we, or ever
he come near, are ready to kill him.

signify Act_25_27 # For it seemeth to me unreasonable to send a prisoner, and not withal to signify the 
crimes [laid] against him.

signifying Heb_09_08 # The Holy Ghost this signifying, that the way into the holiest of all was not yet made 
manifest, while as the first tabernacle was yet standing:

signifying Joh_12_33 # This he said, signifying what death he should die.

signifying Joh_18_32 # That the saying of Jesus might be fulfilled, which he spake, signifying what death he
should die.

signifying Joh_21_19 # This spake he, signifying by what death he should glorify God. And when he had 
spoken this, he saith unto him, Follow me.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

signify the accomplishment Act_21_26 # Then Paul took the men, and the next day purifying himself with 
them entered into the temple, to signify the accomplishment of the days of purification, until that an 
offering should be offered for every one of them.

signify the crimes Act_25_27 # For it seemeth to me unreasonable to send a prisoner, and not withal to 
signify the crimes [laid] against him.

signify to the Act_23_15 # Now therefore ye with the council signify to the chief captain that he bring him 
down unto you to morrow, as though ye would inquire something more perfectly concerning him: and we, 
or ever he come near, are ready to kill him.

signify when it 1Pe_01_11 # Searching what, or what manner of time the Spirit of Christ which was in them
did signify, when it testified beforehand the sufferings of Christ, and the glory that should follow.

signifying by what Joh_21_19 # This spake he, signifying by what death he should glorify God. And when 
he had spoken this, he saith unto him, Follow me.

signifying that the Heb_09_08 # The Holy Ghost this signifying, that the way into the holiest of all was not 
yet made manifest, while as the first tabernacle was yet standing:

signifying what death Joh_12_33 # This he said, signifying what death he should die.

signifying what death Joh_18_32 # That the saying of Jesus might be fulfilled, which he spake, signifying 
what death he should die.



Bible Phrases for Individual word studies





Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

signify ^ Act_21_26 / signify /^the accomplishment of the days of purification, until that an offering should 
be offered for every one of them. 

signify ^ Act_25_27 / signify /^the crimes [laid] against him. 

signify ^ Act_23_15 / signify /^to the chief captain that he bring him down unto you to morrow, as though 
ye would inquire something more perfectly concerning him: and we, or ever he come near, are ready to kill 
him. 

signify ^ 1Pe_01_11 / signify /^when it testified beforehand the sufferings of Christ, and the glory that 
should follow. 

signifying ^ Joh_21_19 / signifying /^by what death he should glorify God. And when he had spoken this, 
he saith unto him, Follow me. 

signifying ^ Heb_09_08 / signifying /^that the way into the holiest of all was not yet made manifest, while as
the first tabernacle was yet standing: 

signifying ^ Joh_12_33 / signifying /^what death he should die. 

signifying ^ Joh_18_32 / signifying /^what death he should die. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies

signify ......... and not withal to signify 4591 -semaino-> 

signify ......... signify 1718 -emphanizo-> 

signify ......... to signify 1229 -diaggello-> 

signify ......... was in them did signify 1213 -deloo-> 

signifying ......... he , signifying 4591 -semaino-> 

signifying ......... signifying 1213 -deloo-> 

signifying ......... signifying 4591 -semaino-> 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

signify 1Pe_01_11 Searching what, or what manner of time the Spirit of Christ which was in them did 
{signify}, when it testified beforehand the sufferings of Christ, and the glory that should follow. 

signify Act_21_26 Then Paul took the men, and the next day purifying himself with them entered into the 
temple, to {signify} the accomplishment of the days of purification, until that an offering should be offered 
for every one of them. 

signify Act_23_15 Now therefore ye with the council {signify} to the chief captain that he bring him down 
unto you to morrow, as though ye would inquire something more perfectly concerning him: and we, or ever
he come near, are ready to kill him. 

signify Act_25_27 For it seemeth to me unreasonable to send a prisoner, and not withal to {signify} the 
crimes [laid] against him. 

signifying Joh_21_19 This spake he, {signifying} by what death he should glorify God. And when he had 
spoken this, he saith unto him, Follow me. 

signifying Joh_12_33 This he said, {signifying} what death he should die. 

signifying Joh_18_32 That the saying of Jesus might be fulfilled, which he spake, {signifying} what death he
should die. 

signifying Heb_09_08 The Holy Ghost this {signifying}, that the way into the holiest of all was not yet made 
manifest, while as the first tabernacle was yet standing: 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse

signify ^ Act_25_27 For <1063> it seemeth <1380> (5719) to me <3427> unreasonable <0249> to send 
<3992> (5723) a prisoner <1198>, and <2532> not withal <3361> to {signify} <4591> (5658) the crimes 
<0156> laid against <2596> him <0846>. 

signify ^ Act_21_26 Then <5119> Paul <3972> took <3880> (5631) the men <0435>, and the next <2192> 
(5746) day <2250> purifying himself <0048> (5685) with <4862> them <0846> entered <1524> (5715) into 
<1519> the temple <2411>, to {signify} <1229> (5723) the accomplishment <1604> of the days <2250> of 
purification <0049>, until <2193> that <3739> an offering <4376> should be offered <4374> (5681) for 
<5228> every <1538> one <1520> of them <0846>. 

signify ^ Act_23_15 Now <3568> therefore <3767> ye <5210> with <4862> the council <4892> {signify} 
<1718> (5657) to the chief captain <5506> that <3704> he bring <2609> <0> him <0846> down <2609> 
(5632) unto <4314> you <5209> to morrow <0839>, as <5613> though ye would <3195> (5723) enquire 
<1231> (5721) something more perfectly <0197> concerning <4012> him <0846>: and <1161> we <2249>, 
or ever <4253> he <0846> come near <1448> (5658), are <2070> (5748) ready <2092> to kill <0337> (5629) 
him <0846>. 

signify ^ 1Pe_01_11 Searching <2045> (5723) what <1519> <5101>, or <2228> what manner <4169> of time
<2540> the Spirit <4151> of Christ <5547> which <3588> was in <1722> them <0846> did {signify} <1213> 
(5707), when it testified beforehand <4303> (5740) the sufferings <3804> of <1519> Christ <5547>, and 
<2532> the glory <1391> that should follow <3326> <5023>. 

signifying ^ Joh_18_32 That <2443> the saying <3056> of Jesus <2424> might be fulfilled <4137> (5686), 
which <3739> he spake <2036> (5627), {signifying} <4591> (5723) what <4169> death <2288> he should 
<3195> (5707) die <0599> (5721). 

signifying ^ Joh_21_19 <1161> This <5124> spake he <2036> (5627), {signifying} <4591> (5723) by what 
<4169> death <2288> he should glorify <1392> (5692) God <2316>. And <2532> when he had spoken 
<2036> (5631) this <5124>, he saith <3004> (5719) unto him <0846>, Follow <0190> (5720) me <3427>. 

signifying ^ Joh_12_33 <1161> This <5124> he said <3004> (5707), {signifying} <4591> (5723) what <4169>
death <2288> he should <3195> (5707) die <0599> (5721). 

signifying ^ Heb_09_08 The Holy <0040> Ghost <4151> this <5124> {signifying} <1213> (5723), that the 
way <3598> into the holiest of all <0039> was <5319> <0> not yet <3380> made manifest <5319> (5771), 
while as the first <4413> tabernacle <4633> was <2192> (5723) yet <2089> standing <4714>: 
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Bible Word Index with Strong's Number

Language Tranliteration of original language words
signify 1Pe_01_11 Searching (2045 -ereunao -) what (5101 -tis -) , or (2228 -e -) what (4169 -poios -) manner 
(4169 -poios -) of time (2540 -kairos -) the Spirit (4151 -pneuma -) of Christ (5547 -Christos -) which (3588 -
ho -) was in them did {signify} (1213 -deloo -) , when it testified (4303 -promarturomai -) beforehand (4303 -
promarturomai -) the sufferings (3804 -pathema -) of Christ (5547 -Christos -) , and the glory (1391 -doxa -)
that should follow (5023 -tauta -) . 

signify Act_21_26 Then (5119 -tote -) Paul (3972 -Paulos -) took (3880 -paralambano -) the men (0435 -aner 
-) , and the next (2192 -echo -) day (2250 -hemera -) purifying (0048 -hagnizo -) himself with them entered 
(1524 -eiseimi -) into (1519 -eis -) the temple (2411 -hieron -) , to {signify} (1229 -diaggello -) the 
accomplishment (1604 -ekplerosis -) of the days (2250 -hemera -) of purification (0049 -hagnismos -) , until 
(2193 -heos -) that an offering (4376 -prosphora -) should be offered (4374 -prosphero -) for every (1538 -
hekastos -) one (1520 -heis -) of them . 

signify Act_23_15 Now (3568 -nun -) therefore (3767 -oun -) ye with the council (4892 -sunedrion -) {signify}
(1718 -emphanizo -) to the chief (5506 -chiliarchos -) captain (5506 -chiliarchos -) that he bring (2609 -
katago -) him down (2609 -katago -) unto you to morrow (0839 -aurion -) , as though ye would (3195 -mello 
-) enquire (1231 -diaginosko -) something more (0197 -akribesteron -) perfectly (0197 -akribesteron -) 
concerning (4012 -peri -) him:and we , or (4253 -pro -) ever (4253 -pro -) he come (1448 -eggizo -) near 
(1448 -eggizo -) , are ready (2092 -hetoimos -) to kill (0337 -anaireo -) him . 

signify Act_25_27 For it seemeth (1380 -dokeo -) to me unreasonable (0249 -alogos -) to send (3992 -pempo -
) a prisoner (1198 -desmios -) , and not withal to {signify} (4591 -semaino -) the crimes (0156 -aitia -) [ laid ] 
against (2596 -kata -) him . 

signifying Heb_09_08 . The Holy (0040 -hagios -) Ghost (4151 -pneuma -) this (5124 -touto -) {signifying} 
(1213 -deloo -) , that the way (3598 -hodos -) into the holiest (0039 -hagion -) of all was not yet (2089 -eti -) 
made (5319 -phaneroo -) manifest (5319 -phaneroo -) , while as the first (4413 -protos -) tabernacle (4633 -

http://ebiblesoftware.com


skene -) was yet (2089 -eti -) standing (4714 -stasis -) : 

signifying Joh_12_33 This (5124 -touto -) he said (3004 -lego -) , {signifying} (4591 -semaino -) what (4169 -
poios -) death (2288 -thanatos -) he should (3195 -mello -) die (0599 -apothnesko -) . 

signifying Joh_18_32 That the saying (3056 -logos -) of Jesus (2424 -Iesous -) might be fulfilled (4137 -pleroo
-) , which (3739 -hos -) he spake (2036 -epo -) , {signifying} (4591 -semaino -) what (4169 -poios -) death 
(2288 -thanatos -) he should (3195 -mello -) die (0599 -apothnesko -) . 

signifying Joh_21_19 This (5124 -touto -) spake (2036 -epo -) he , {signifying} (4591 -semaino -) by what 
(4169 -poios -) death (2288 -thanatos -) he should glorify (1392 -doxazo -) God (2316 -theos -) . And when he
had spoken (2036 -epo -) this (5124 -touto -) , he saith (3004 -lego -) unto him , Follow (0190 -akoloutheo -) 
me . 
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signify , 1PE , 1:11 signify , AC , 21:26 , AC , 23:15 , AC , 25:27 signifying , HEB , 9:8 signifying , JOH , 12:33 ,
JOH , 18:32 , JOH , 21:19 signify 1213 # deloo {day-lo'-o}; from 1212; to make plain (by words): -- declare, 
shew, {signify}.[ql signify 4591 # semaino {say-mah'-ee-no}; from sema (a mark; of uncertain derivation); to 
indicate: -- {signify}.[ql signify 1229 # diaggello {de-ang-gel'-lo}; from 1223 and the base of 32; to herald 
thoroughly: -- declare, preach, {signify}. [ql signify 1718 # emphanizo {em-fan-id'-zo}; from 1717; to exhibit (in 
person) or disclose (by words): -- appear, declare (plainly), inform, (will) manifest, shew, {signify}.[ql signify 
Interlinear Index Study signify ACT 021 026 Then <5119 -tote -> Paul <3972 -Paulos -> took <3880 -
paralambano -> the men <0435 -aner -> , and the next <2192 -echo -> day <2250 -hemera -> purifying <0048 -
hagnizo -> himself with them entered <1524 -eiseimi -> into <1519 -eis -> the temple <2411 -hieron -> , to 
{signify} <1229 -diaggello -> the accomplishment <1604 -ekplerosis -> of the days <2250 - hemera -> of 
purification <0049 -hagnismos -> , until <2193 - heos -> that an offering <4376 -prosphora -> should be offered 
<4374 -prosphero -> for every <1538 -hekastos -> one <1520 -heis -> of them . signify ACT 023 015 Now <3568 
-nun -> therefore <3767 -oun -> ye with the council <4892 -sunedrion -> {signify} <1718 -emphanizo - > to the 
chief <5506 -chiliarchos -> captain <5506 -chiliarchos - > that he bring <2609 -katago -> him down <2609 -
katago -> unto you to morrow <0839 -aurion -> , as though ye would <3195 -mello -> enquire <1231 -diaginosko 
-> something more <0197 - akribesteron -> perfectly <0197 -akribesteron -> concerning <4012 -peri -> him : and 
we , or <4253 -pro -> ever <4253 -pro - > he come <1448 -eggizo -> near <1448 -eggizo -> , are ready <2092 -
hetoimos -> to kill <0337 -anaireo -> him . signify ACT 025 027 For it seemeth <1380 -dokeo -> to me 
unreasonable <0249 -alogos -> to send <3992 -pempo -> a prisoner <1198 -desmios -> , and not withal to 
{signify} <4591 -semaino - > the crimes <0156 -aitia -> [ laid ] against <2596 -kata -> him . signify 1PE 001 011 
Searching <2045 -ereunao -> what <5101 -tis - > , or <2228 -e -> what <4169 -poios -> manner <4169 -poios -> 
of time <2540 -kairos -> the Spirit <4151 -pneuma -> of Christ <5547 -Christos -> which <3588 -ho -> was in 
them did {signify} <1213 -deloo -> , when it testified <4303 -promarturomai -> beforehand <4303 -
promarturomai -> the sufferings <3804 -pathema -> of Christ <5547 -Christos -> , and the glory <1391 -doxa -> 
that should follow <5023 -tauta -> . them did signify <1PE1 -:11 > * signify , 1213 , 1229 , 1718 , 4591 , * signify
, 1213 deloo , 1229 diaggello , 1718 emphanizo , 4591 semaino , signify -1213 declare, declared, shewed, 
signifieth, {signify}, signifying, signify -1229 {signify}, signify -1718 appear, appeared, declare, informed, 
manifest, plainly, shewed, {signify}, signify -4591 signified, {signify}, signifying, signs, signifying -1213 
declare, declared, shewed, signifieth, signify, {signifying}, signifying -4591 signified, signify, {signifying}, signs,
signify 1213 ** deloo ** declare, shew, {signify}. signify 1229 ** diaggello ** declare, preach, {signify}. signify
1718 ** emphanizo ** appear, declare (plainly), inform, (will) manifest, shew,{signify}. signify 4591 ** semaino 
** {signify}. signify ......... and not withal to signify 4591 -semaino-> signify ......... signify 1718 -emphanizo-> 
signify ......... to signify 1229 -diaggello-> signify ......... was in them did signify 1213 -deloo-> signifying ......... he
, signifying 4591 -semaino-> signifying ......... signifying 1213 -deloo-> signifying ......... signifying 4591 -
semaino-> signify 1213 # deloo {day-lo'-o}; from 1212; to make plain (by words): -- declare, shew, {signify}.[ql 
signify 1229 # diaggello {de-ang-gel'-lo}; from 1223 and the base of 32; to herald thoroughly: -- declare, preach, 
{signify}. [ql signify 1718 # emphanizo {em-fan-id'-zo}; from 1717; to exhibit (in person) or disclose (by words):
-- appear, declare (plainly), inform, (will) manifest, shew, {signify}.[ql signify 4591 # semaino {say-mah'-ee-no}; 
from sema (a mark; of uncertain derivation); to indicate: -- {signify}.[ql signify 021 026 Act /${signify /the 
accomplishment of the days of purification , until that an offering should be offered for every one of them . signify
025 027 Act /${signify /the crimes laid against him . signify 023 015 Act /${signify /to the chief captain that he 
bring him down unto you to morrow , as though ye would enquire something more perfectly concerning him : and 
we , or ever he come near , are ready to kill him . signify 001 011 IPe /${signify /when it testified beforehand the 
sufferings of Christ , and the glory that should follow . signifying 021 019 Joh /${signifying /by what death he 
should glorify God . And when he had spoken this , he saith unto him , Follow me . signifying 009 008 Heb 
/${signifying /that the way into the holiest of all was not yet made manifest , while as the first tabernacle was yet 
standing : signifying 018 032 Joh /${signifying /what death he should die . signifying 012 033 Joh /${signifying 
/what death he should die . signify 4 - signifying 4 - signify Then Paul took the men, and the next day purifying 
himself with them entered into the temple, to {signify} the accomplishment of the days of purification, until that 
an offering should be offered for every one of them. signify Now therefore ye with the council {signify} to the 
chief captain that he bring him down unto you to morrow, as though ye would inquire something more perfectly 
concerning him: and we, or ever he come near, are ready to kill him. signify For it seemeth to me unreasonable to 
send a prisoner, and not withal to {signify} the crimes laid] against him. signify <1PE1 -11> Searching what, or 
what manner of time the Spirit of Christ which was in them did {signify}, when it testified beforehand the 
sufferings of Christ, and the glory that should follow. 



signify , 1PE , 1:11 signify , AC , 21:26 , AC , 23:15 , AC , 25:27 signifying , HEB , 9:8 signifying , JOH , 12:33 ,
JOH , 18:32 , JOH , 21:19



signify 1213 # deloo {day-lo'-o}; from 1212; to make plain (by words): -- declare, shew, {signify}.[ql signify 
4591 # semaino {say-mah'-ee-no}; from sema (a mark; of uncertain derivation); to indicate: -- {signify}.[ql 
signify 1229 # diaggello {de-ang-gel'-lo}; from 1223 and the base of 32; to herald thoroughly: -- declare, preach, 
{signify}. [ql signify 1718 # emphanizo {em-fan-id'-zo}; from 1717; to exhibit (in person) or disclose (by words):
-- appear, declare (plainly), inform, (will) manifest, shew, {signify}.[ql



* signify , 1213 deloo , 1229 diaggello , 1718 emphanizo , 4591 semaino ,



signify -1213 declare, declared, shewed, signifieth, {signify}, signifying, signify -1229 {signify}, signify -1718 
appear, appeared, declare, informed, manifest, plainly, shewed, {signify}, signify -4591 signified, {signify}, 
signifying, signs, signifying -1213 declare, declared, shewed, signifieth, signify, {signifying}, signifying -4591 
signified, signify, {signifying}, signs,





signify 1213 ** deloo ** declare, shew, {signify}. signify 1229 ** diaggello ** declare, preach, {signify}. signify
1718 ** emphanizo ** appear, declare (plainly), inform, (will) manifest, shew,{signify}. signify 4591 ** semaino 
** {signify}.





signify ......... and not withal to signify 4591 -semaino-> signify ......... signify 1718 -emphanizo-> signify ......... to 
signify 1229 -diaggello-> signify ......... was in them did signify 1213 -deloo-> signifying ......... he , signifying 
4591 -semaino-> signifying ......... signifying 1213 -deloo-> signifying ......... signifying 4591 -semaino->



signify 1213 # deloo {day-lo'-o}; from 1212; to make plain (by words): -- declare, shew, {signify}.[ql signify 
1229 # diaggello {de-ang-gel'-lo}; from 1223 and the base of 32; to herald thoroughly: -- declare, preach, 
{signify}. [ql signify 1718 # emphanizo {em-fan-id'-zo}; from 1717; to exhibit (in person) or disclose (by words):
-- appear, declare (plainly), inform, (will) manifest, shew, {signify}.[ql signify 4591 # semaino {say-mah'-ee-no}; 
from sema (a mark; of uncertain derivation); to indicate: -- {signify}.[ql
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signify Interlinear Index Study signify ACT 021 026 Then <5119 -tote -> Paul <3972 -Paulos -> took <3880 -
paralambano -> the men <0435 -aner -> , and the next <2192 -echo -> day <2250 -hemera -> purifying <0048 -
hagnizo -> himself with them entered <1524 -eiseimi -> into <1519 -eis -> the temple <2411 -hieron -> , to 
{signify} <1229 -diaggello -> the accomplishment <1604 -ekplerosis -> of the days <2250 - hemera -> of 
purification <0049 -hagnismos -> , until <2193 - heos -> that an offering <4376 -prosphora -> should be offered 
<4374 -prosphero -> for every <1538 -hekastos -> one <1520 -heis -> of them . signify ACT 023 015 Now <3568 
-nun -> therefore <3767 -oun -> ye with the council <4892 -sunedrion -> {signify} <1718 -emphanizo - > to the 
chief <5506 -chiliarchos -> captain <5506 -chiliarchos - > that he bring <2609 -katago -> him down <2609 -
katago -> unto you to morrow <0839 -aurion -> , as though ye would <3195 -mello -> enquire <1231 -diaginosko 
-> something more <0197 - akribesteron -> perfectly <0197 -akribesteron -> concerning <4012 -peri -> him : and 
we , or <4253 -pro -> ever <4253 -pro - > he come <1448 -eggizo -> near <1448 -eggizo -> , are ready <2092 -
hetoimos -> to kill <0337 -anaireo -> him . signify ACT 025 027 For it seemeth <1380 -dokeo -> to me 
unreasonable <0249 -alogos -> to send <3992 -pempo -> a prisoner <1198 -desmios -> , and not withal to 
{signify} <4591 -semaino - > the crimes <0156 -aitia -> [ laid ] against <2596 -kata -> him . signify 1PE 001 011 
Searching <2045 -ereunao -> what <5101 -tis - > , or <2228 -e -> what <4169 -poios -> manner <4169 -poios -> 
of time <2540 -kairos -> the Spirit <4151 -pneuma -> of Christ <5547 -Christos -> which <3588 -ho -> was in 
them did {signify} <1213 -deloo -> , when it testified <4303 -promarturomai -> beforehand <4303 -
promarturomai -> the sufferings <3804 -pathema -> of Christ <5547 -Christos -> , and the glory <1391 -doxa -> 
that should follow <5023 -tauta -> .



them did signify <1PE1 -:11 > 



signify Act_21_26 /${signify /the accomplishment of the days of purification , until that an offering should be 
offered for every one of them . signify Act_25_27 /${signify /the crimes laid against him . signify Act_23_15 
/${signify /to the chief captain that he bring him down unto you to morrow , as though ye would enquire 
something more perfectly concerning him : and we , or ever he come near , are ready to kill him . signify 
1Pe_01_11 /${signify /when it testified beforehand the sufferings of Christ , and the glory that should follow . 
signifying Joh_21_19 /${signifying /by what death he should glorify God . And when he had spoken this , he saith
unto him , Follow me . signifying Heb_09_08 /${signifying /that the way into the holiest of all was not yet made 
manifest , while as the first tabernacle was yet standing : signifying Joh_18_32 /${signifying /what death he 
should die . signifying Joh_12_33 /${signifying /what death he should die .



signify 4 - signifying 4 -



* signify , 1213 , 1229 , 1718 , 4591 , 



signify Then Paul took the men, and the next day purifying himself with them entered into the temple, to {signify}
the accomplishment of the days of purification, until that an offering should be offered for every one of them. 
signify Now therefore ye with the council {signify} to the chief captain that he bring him down unto you to 
morrow, as though ye would inquire something more perfectly concerning him: and we, or ever he come near, are 
ready to kill him. signify For it seemeth to me unreasonable to send a prisoner, and not withal to {signify} the 
crimes laid] against him. signify <1PE1 -11> Searching what, or what manner of time the Spirit of Christ which 
was in them did {signify}, when it testified beforehand the sufferings of Christ, and the glory that should follow.
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